Eye Spy On You
From beyond the stars, he came. Purple alien, chaotic in
form, but intelligent and sophisticated in mind. He had no
name, as he didn't need one at where he came from. Thus
he was called The Eyenator.
HD: 13|AC: 5 [14]|Att: The long tentacle +2|Morale: 9|
Save: M-U 13|Alignment: Lawful and good

Black eye
In the darkness of the eyeball, through the pure white
pupil, The Eyenator is a portal. If one is small enough to
squeeze in, he can travel to distant locations he has seen
or dreamed of, or has vague knowledge about.

Green eye

The stare of the green eye makes flora flourish. Flowers
and trees grow from seed to a plant in mere seconds. The
power of growth has its cost, as The Eyenator will grow ¼
bigger in size every time it uses it.

red eye
The eye of hate and fire only ignites when The Eyenator or
his friends are threatened. The eye will burst furious
flames of hatred in a 50 feet cone, dealing 6d4+2 damage
on anything in the line.

Pink eye
Anyone The Eyenator stares with his pink eye must Save
or feel love and peace and be calmed. All aggressive acts
and thoughts are halted. He can also Charm with the pink
eye at will, as 9th level Magic-User.

Turquoise eye

The eye of time can haste or slower the flow of time
around The Eyenator without himself being affected any
way. He might hasten the time to observe and learn, or
slow it down to evenly operate with high precision and
adjudication.

The horn of wisdom
If spends 18 hours observing someone, and then rubbing
the horn on the subject, learn everything he knows.

The lonG TenTacle

Even without fingers he can operate objects and
surroundings with high Strength (17) and deft Dexterity
(17). The long tentacle deals 2d4+2 damage.

The sTumP
His second tentacle is just a malformed stump. If properly
developed it would be like the long tentacle, but is useless
now. He has tried to cut it off several times, but it always
grows back as it was.
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